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FIP Stars 

“Surviving the Unsurvivable” 
 

 

Congratulations!  You have adopted a miracle! 

 

Thank you for opening your home and heart to a kitty that has been cured of FIP (feline infectious 

peritonitis).  By now you probably know that it is truly a miracle that your kitty survived this disease.  Until 

just a few short years ago FIP was 100% fatal. 

 

But now, it is not!  You may have some questions about long-term care and other concerns.  Here are 

some of the common questions: 

 

Will my kitty have a shortened life expectancy? Because the treatment has been around for such a short 

time we don’t know for sure if cats that have been cured will have a shortened life expectancy but we 

have no reason to believe it will.  So far, research has shown there is no long-term impact on health or life 

expectancy.  The very first kitty that was cured of FIP is still alive and thriving!  Luna (lunasfiplegacy.com) 

was cured in 2017 so for six years she’s been just like any other kitty.  FieldHaven started FIP Stars in 

January 2021 so in June our first stars will be celebrating two years of cure.  We have not observed any 

health issues that would leave us to believe their prior FIP infection has compromised their long-term 

health. 

 

What about vaccines?  Your kitty will be up to date with vaccines that are indicated at the time of 

adoption.  For long term, here is information from the FIP treatment administrators FieldHaven works 

with: 

 
Before making a decision, please discuss the risk/benefit for YOUR cat with your local vet.  There 
are many factors which can have an impact, such as where you live, whether you have a single cat 
or multi-cat home, whether you foster, whether your cat is strictly indoor or not, if your cat has 
already had any vaccines, if your cat has other health issues, etc. There is no one size fits all 
answer. 
 
 (From veterinarian Dr. Susan Pascarella Kliewer; updated guidance 5-25-2022) There are lots of 
different answers, but if a cat has received ALL of its kitten shots including a Rabies vaccine, then 
the cat can wait a year from cure date to revaccinate or even skip vaccinating altogether. 
 
Personally, I am making all my patients wait a whole year then will booster their vaccines and go 
every 3 years for boosters. If a cat goes outdoors daily that increases health risks so then I’d 
probably want to vaccinate more often. 



 

 
If kitty has zero (0) rabies vaccines and needs one, I would still wait 6 months from cure date. 
 
Basically, if as a kitten, 2-3 FVRCP vaccines and a rabies vaccine were given prior to getting FIP 
they are good for a year or more so there is no hurry on those cases. 
 
If kittens with zero (0) or only one (1) FVRCP and zero (0) Rabies are responding well to FIP 
treatment, strongly consider an initial FVRCP vaccine and 3-4 weeks later, an FVRCP booster.  Defer 
rabies vaccine until 6+ months post cure unless conditions warrant a shorter timeline, not sooner 
than 3-4 weeks after a previous vaccine. As always, discuss timing/risks with your admin/helper 
and your veterinarian. 
 

Is it OK for my kitty to be with other cats?  Absolutely!  Unless, of course, your kitty doesn’t like other cats 

and wants you all to his or herself!  Being an FIP survivor should have no impact on your kitty’s social life.  

 

Does my kitty have a compromised immune system?  Because surviving FIP is so new we are all still 

learning about long-term effects.  While we don’t have any indications that your kitty will live anything but 

a long, normal life we tend to be extra cautious and hyper-observant of our babies!  With that in mind, we 

suggest you consider getting blood work done at three and six months cured and then annually.  We will 

be happy to review those results if you choose to have them done.   

 

What about going outdoors?  We know some kitties like to be outdoors but for our FIP Stars we prefer 

they enjoy the indoor life.  These kids have already used up a few lives and after surviving FIP we strongly 

recommend they be kept indoors to avoid the dangers outdoor kitties face.  We are all in favor of catios 

so kitty can experience a taste of the outdoors safely.   

 

What if my veterinarian doesn’t support the FIP treatment?   We understand some veterinarians may 

initially be skeptical of the treatment at first but if they aren’t fully on board after seeing your purring 

miracle survivor then it may be time to find a new veterinarian.  We can provide complete records on your 

kitty’s treatment to your veterinarian. 

 

We are always here to answer any questions or concerns you may have.  You can call us at 916-434-6022 

or send an email to fip@fieldhaven.com.  

 

More information is at https://fieldhaven.com/programs/fip/ 
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